Inspired by recent progress in developing gradient materials with excellent performances, here we report a systematic finite-element based investigation to show how the strength and tensile ductility of gradient crystalline metals depend on their microstructure characteristics. We reveal that the yielding strength of polycrystalline metals with gradient grain size can be significantly enhanced at no reduction in ductility. By employing a representative 3D voronoi gradient sample, we demonstrate that the redistribution of stress and deformation in the gradient structure -stronger grains carry more load and ductile ones share more deformation -accounts for the realized optimal property in strength and ductility. In addition, the hardenability of the ductile domain is beneficial to circumvent pre-mature plastic instability in gradient samples.
. It was revealed that the gradient deformation imposed by pre-torsion leads to gradient twin densities in those materials which are easy to be twinned at room temperature. Such pre-existing twin density and twin size evade the strength-ductility trade-off dilemma commonly seen in steels, and also enhance the fatigue resistance of 304 austenitic steel 10 . When employing the same strategy to AZ31B, a magnesium alloy which dominantly hexagonal centred cubic structure, Liu and Wei 11 realized gradient twin spacing. Such twin gradient reduces the yield-asymmetry in as-received AZ31B, much higher compressive yielding strength than that of tension, and gave rise to reversible torsional plasticity driven by the gradient twin structure.
Theoretically, Lee et al. 12 analyzed the generalized stress and strain relationship in samples with grain size gradient. Using finite element method, Li and Soh 13, 14 modeled the strengthening effects in samples containing grains ranging from tens of nanometers to tens of micrometers. More recently, Zeng et al. 15 used finite element based crystal plasticity constitutive model to understand the plastic deformation partition in a two-dimensional (2D) gradient sample. Their simulations elegantly show that there exist a strain gradient in those gradient samples, in consistent with experimental observations by Wu et al. 8 . It is worth noting that previous work is associated with small deformation in those samples which could actually deform largely. It would be of interest to examine the gradient effect at large deformation. In addition, while aforementioned work demonstrates clearly the strengthening effect due to the presence of gradient structures, it remains unclear how those gradient would impact the tensile ductility of the materials, as the latter is equally important, if not more, as the strength of materials. As we are examining the geometrical effects of grains and real structures are three-dimensional, we wonder whether 3D simulations would add more information to existing 2D analysis. Motivated by those factors, we report a finite-element based theoretical analysis to show how the yielding strength of the gradient structure can be significantly enhanced at no reduction in ductility in representative 3D voronoi gradient microstructure.
Structure and material preparation
In order to capture the stress-strain response from the simulation accurately, we conduct a series of FEM simulations with grain-level topological information from real microstructure. All of the polycrystalline information is determined by the voronoi tessellation modules integrated in the Python programming language. A typical meshed 3D sample is presented in Fig. 1a .
For the purpose of obtaining both the strength and the tensile ductility of gradient polycrystalline Cu under uniaxial tension, we choose a constitutive model which considers the failure of material for the 3D model. There exist many constitutive models which are capable of capturing the whole deformation process involving plasticity, void nucleation, void growth, coalescence, and macroscopic fracture till material failure [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . For convenience, we adopt the GTN model (Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman) [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] embedded in ABAQUS 24 to capture both the hardening progress and the softening progress of the material. The plastic potential in the GTN model 24 is given as where σ e and σ m are the effective (von Mises) stress and the hydrostatic tension of a representative volume element, σ 0 is the initial yielding strength of the material, and f the damage parameter relating to void fraction. For the application of the GTN model embedded in ABAQUS, we need to specify the elastic and the hardening behavior of gradient grain size nano-grained copper, respectively. Here, we take = E G Pa 107 and ν = . 0 33 as the elastic parameters and density of Cu is ρ = . g cm 8 9 / 3 . We specify the yield strength of individual grains in the gradient Cu samples by using the Hall-Petch relationship 25, 26 . Those parameters are abstracted from experimental results for gradient Cu 5, 6 , i.e. The ultimate strength occurs at a particular strain, and that strain has to be defined as well. Here we assume that the particular strain corresponding to the ultimate strength follows an inverse Hall-Petch relationship as
When a material point in a grain is strained to ε u , strain softening occurs and the GTN model will capture the subsequent deformation. There are nine parameters to be specified in the GTN model which embedded in ABAQUS 24 . We further assume that the initial void fraction f o in gradient Cu is inversely proportional to the square root of the grain size d. The following fitting formula is obtained:
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It reflects the factor that the small grains were subjected to severe pre-plastic deformation, which could give rise to higher void fraction. Other material parameters of GTN model are tabulated in Table 1 .
By using these parameters listed in Table 1 , we are able to capture the engineering tensile stress-strain curves of the positive gradient (P-Gradient) structure and the negative gradient (N-Gradient) structure. The 3D geometrical model of the gradient sample has dimensions of × × nm x n m y nm z 250 ( ) 250 ( ) 535 ( ) along x, y, and z direction, respectively. It consists of 221 grains. The grain size increases gradually from about
. The overall distribution of grain size shows good agreement with experimental results 27, 28 . The meshed model has 144697 linear tetrahedral elements, as seen in Fig. 1a . According to the assumption of a one-eighth model in ABAQUS, the numerical uniaxial tension tests were simulated by imposing Dirichlet boundary conditions on a vertex from the bottom of the model and three mutually perpendicular surfaces that are in contact with the vertex.
Results and Discussion
What we show in Fig. 1a is the mesh of the one-eighth corner of a rectangular sample. By tuning the boundary condition of the structure in Fig. 1a , we can simulate two different types of gradient structure. The x-axis degree of freedom (DOF) of nodes in the = x nm 0 plane and y-DOF of nodes in the = y nm 0 planes are fixed. When the z-axis degree of freedom (DOF) of nodes in the = z nm 0 plane is fixed, grains closer to the surface of the sample are finer, and we call the sample has positive gradient (P-Gradient). If the z-axis degree of freedom (DOF) of nodes in the = z nm 535 plane is fixed, grains nearby the surface are larger than those in the core, and the structure is termed as negative gradient (N-Gradient). Figure 1b shows the simulated engineering stress-strain curve from the 3D model with a gradient structure under the uniaxial tension. The failure strain is also captured successfully. As a comparison, we also plot the engineering stress-strain curves from two homogenous materials of the free-standing surface-layer with grain size 25 nm and the free-standing core-layer with grain size 250 nm by using the same 3D gradient model (P-Gradient). The simulated results of gradient hierarchical structure show a yielding strength of about . MPa 370 3 and a uniform elongation of about 35%. The yield strength of the gradient hierarchical structure is consistent with the mixing law:
where, i refers to grains in the i-th layer, and n is the total number of layers, f i and σ yi are the volume fraction and the yield strength of a layer, respectively. The yield strength is about 50% percentage higher than that of the core material with an average grain size of nm 250
; there is no reduction in ductility. Such an extraordinary mechanical performance of gradient grain size structure is analogous to that reported in experimental observation 5 . These results reveal an effective way which results in a suppression of the strain localization to evade the strength-ductility trade-off by using a gradient structure.
In Fig. 1b , we keyed six representative status at various applied true strains, with a blow-out of the portion near the yielding point. To explain why a gradient grain size structure is so beneficial for strength and tensile ductility, we show the contours of gradient von Mises stress of the six representative points at different applied strains from the cross section perpendicular to y-axis. Figure 2a-f shows the evolution progress of the spatial distributions of Mises stress. From the beginning of the deformation progress to the strain of 0.25% (Fig. 2a) , at this stage, the deformation progress is still in linear elastic, and the spatial distribution of the Mises stress is totally uniform. As the strain increases to 0.98% (as shown in Fig. 2b-d) , the difference in Mises stress between the surface-layer and the core-layer increases dramatically because the plastic deformation initiates from the core-layer and propagates Table 1 . Material parameters used in the Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman model to capture the stress-strain curve of the gradient grain size structure.
to the surface region. When the applied strain changes from 0.98% to 24.31%, as shown in Fig. 2d-f , the progressive softening starts from the surface-layer to the core-layer; the difference of stress between the core-layer and the surface-layer decreases gradually. We further plot the contours of equivalent plastic strain at these representative points. The spatial distribution of equivalent plastic strain also shows a gradient: As the applied strain increase, the value of equivalent plastic strain is smaller in the surface region than that in the core, as shown in Fig. 2g-j . When the applied strain changes from 0.98% to 24.31%, the gradient of spatial distribution of equivalent plastic strain trend to be uniform as seen in Fig. 2j -l. We show in Fig. 3 both the contours of stress and equivalent plastic strain of the N-Gradient structure. The evolution process is similar to the P-Gradient structure; the stress and strain distributions in this case are opposite to those of the P-Gradient distribution, as previously described. We now examine closely the partition of stress and strain along the gradient direction (the z-axis) at different applied true strain. We divide the sample along the z-axis by 9 equal-width slices and calculate the volumetric average of the stress and strain within each region. The variation in Mises stress along the gradient direction for P-Gradient sample is shown in Fig. 4a . For better view, we plot the stress in the whole sample by taking its symmetry into consideration. At small strain, the distribution of Mises stress is nearly uniform due to initial elastic deformation of all these grains. With the increase of strain, large grains yield first, and the plastic front propagates from the soft core to the hard surface in P-Gradient sample, as evidently seen in the large equivalent plastic strain in the core, as demonstrated in Fig. 4b . With the gradual increasing from small applied strain (e.g., 0.98% of the green curve) to larger applied strain (e.g., 12.36% of the red curve), the surface region nearly reaches the ultimate strength, resulting in a slow increase of the Mises stress (see Fig. 4a ), In contrast, the core region undergo a hardening progress which lead to the dramatic increase of Mises stress. When the applied strain reaches about 24.3% (as shown with the yellow curve), due to the appearance of a softening progress, the Mises stress of the surface-layer begin to decrease slightly. Meanwhile, the stress-strain response in the core region is still in the hardening stage which leads to the steady increase of the Mises stress. According to the strain distribution in Fig. 4c , we note that the core region with big grain size exhibits the maximum plastic strain level.
The stress and equivalent plastic strain distribution in the N-Gradient sample with hard core and soft surface are also explored, as shown in Fig. 5 . In contrast to the P-Gradient sample, the distribution of stress and equivalent plastic strain are reversed the spatial coordinate. The fact that soft region yields first and carries more plastic deformation at the late stage remains the same as seen in Fig. 4 for the P-Gradient sample. It is worth noting that, with the increase of the applied strain, the difference of equivalent plastic strain between the soft region and the hard region in both types of samples increases gradually, but is within 1-2% to its maximum level, and the exact value is primarily determined by the difference of the flow stress in those regions.
In both types of three-dimensional samples, we demonstrate an effective deformation mechanism -hard shell (fine-grained layer) carry more stress and soft core (coarse-grained layer) share more plastic deformation which breaks the limitations of the ductility of the homogeneous constitutive model. These simulated results show a unique feature of the gradient structure under the uniaxial tension test, compared with those non-uniform deformation experimental test e.g., torsion, bending and indentation from previous research [29] [30] [31] [32] . In addition, comparative analysis is made between 3D model and 2D model (both plane stress and plane strain condition) with the same constitutive model, mesh density, boundary condition and positive gradient structure, as shown in Figs 6 to 8. Both 2D and 3D gradient structures capture the stress gradient and strain gradient due to the presence of structure gradient (Figs 7 and 8 ). In terms of ductility, the influence of dimension is significant, as evidently seen in Fig. 6 . It is due to the factor that 2D systems are more sensitive to local heterogeneity and lead to premature localization (Fig. 7) . Due to greater deformability, 3D systems exhibit larger strain gradient (Fig. 4) at the late stage of deformation in contrast to that of 2D samples (Fig. 8 ).
Summary and conclusions
In conclusion, we explored the deformation mechanism of the gradient structure material by using a 3D model that considers the grain size-dependence effect. By applying the uniaxial tension on the 3D gradient crystalline model, we showed the contours and distribution curves of von Mises stress and equivalent plastic strain. The results revealed that when the applied strain is at a low level, these spatial gradient contours arise due to the progressive yield progress of different grain size, and coarse grains in the core region have lower Mises stress and higher equivalent plastic strain, compared to fine grains in the surface layer i.e. the fine-grained layer carry more stress and the coarse-grained layer share more plastic deformation. As the applied strain gradually increases to higher level, the gradient of Mises stress and equivalent plastic strain are trend to be uniform, but there is still a difference between the distribution of surface and the one of core. Our simulations convincingly demonstrated the yielding strength of the hierarchical structure can be significantly enhanced without the obvious ductility loss for a gradient structure. The introduced deformation mechanism of gradient structure could be broadly employed to enhance the strength and retain the tensile ductility of metallic materials. In addition, the compared result reveals that 3D model may better reflect plastic deformation gradient and can be used to deepen our understanding of deformation behavior in gradient structures.
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